Green Frosh To dignified Senior
Covers Sunny, Long Skirts, Rain

By Nan Creel

The pattering sound of the rain has at times been rather too cozy to continue dancing, but most of us found it could also be seen as a blessing. Yes, "September in The Rain" might well be the theme of the frosh party. There are some who can forget the great flood of 1942.

While many of the areas in the gym were flooded, the water was not too deep and the atmosphere was unusually gay.

On Sunday morning, the frosh are expected to arrive at their residence hall and register for the college.

Kappa Delta Pi, Honor Society, Issues 25 Bids

Twenty-five upperclassmen received bids from Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, national honor society for college women. The chapter is open to any woman who is a student at Madison College and has a high scholastic average.
One Man's Viewpoint

Periodically we go through times of heightened skepticism about our education. There is primarily one only attitude manifest by students. Most generally, we are inclined to be infatuated with the status quo. Now few students sing laudatory odes to Alma Mater; but uncommonly our thinking tends to fall into this groove. Too often have we heard the sentimental smier say, “If only I had studied a lot harder, I would have gotten so much out of college.” To a certain limited extent this is true, but it is very limited and on the whole is a poor student philosophy of education.

Let us never be fooled by the propaganda that the more you put into college the more you get out of it. To be sure, you will learn more forgettable fact and more facts, and have a higher G. C. average in the actual processes of thinking the classroom offers a meager diet. We need to realize that the amount this college, as such, has to offer is so “indispensable” that it is right on the line. “When this limit of work is reached, no amount of work can add more to the student’s intellectual stature. The responsibility lies with the student in a class in which we have the opportunity. It is the responsibility for using classroom material as a thrust from which the student develops his own peculiar ideas.

Conduct of memorized fact is of lesser moment in the modern world, necessary only in that it furnishes the original thrust. The danger to the student that he will confuse means with ends, that in the academic attitude the means for grades become the ends of education. No one will make this distinction for the student, it is his and his alone. The salvation of the intellect like the soul doesn’t like the way he’s running things. The responsibility which lies with the student in a class is the responsibility for the actual processes of thinking the classroom offers a meager diet. We reach, no amount of work can add more to the student’s intellectual stature. The responsibility lies with the student in a class in which we have the opportunity.

One Man’s Viewpoint

Have Mercy On Them!

Keeping ‘em Low

To those of you who have entered Madison within the last two years, I would like to express a thought which is in no way a personal thing. Taken for granted by us, they stand on the tables or window sills of our rooms and blare forth song and story from morning ‘til night. “Singing in the informal way” is so we desire that our little local group. When we wish ‘company’, a news broadcast for history class, some odd music, a box-drop opera, or a football game, we click the button, the noise begins and so do we.

Not all, not all are guilty. There are, among us, those who study. To them, the interval be-...
Four Madison Students Attend Press Convention

Mike Reid and Lois Stine, representing the Breeze, and Jo Johnson and Danny Browne, representing the School Oil Man, were among the Associated Collegiate Press Convention which is being held at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Since the convention started on the 23rd, they left last Tuesday night on 22, they left last Tuesday night so by way of Cincinnati and Chicago.

They are hearing a series of well-known speakers while there. George Freedy, drama critic for the New York Evening Telegraph, started the ball rolling Thursday with a humorous and enlightening talk on covering "The Great White Way." The Virginia Education Association made the decision to ask for advancement in wages last year, and as a result, Governor Turk appointed a special committee to the task. The minimum salary request was $2,000 for degree teachers. This Association has been closely followed by other educators and the extension of the Retirement Plan was discussed. The main benefits of this plan consist of lowering the retirement age five years and increasing the pensions of retired teachers.

Salary Increase Discussed

Plan for advancement in teachers' salaries were widely discussed. The Virginia Education Association made the decision to ask for advancement in wages last year, and as a result, Governor Turk appointed a special committee to the task. The minimum salary request was $2,000 for degree teachers. This Association has been closely followed by other educators and the extension of the Retirement Plan was discussed. The main benefits of this plan consist of lowering the retirement age five years and increasing the pensions of retired teachers.
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Margaret Brown, a sophomore from Arlington, Virginia, received a diamond from Steve Whitney, of the United States Marines, at the end of school last spring. (Not that we're going to tell anyone, but she did.)

Genevieve Baker was the weekend guest of Frances Weeks in Roanoke City.

Attending football games this past weekend were Johanne Ogilvie at the University of Virginia; John Trest at the W & M-C. gams; and June Long in Idaho, watching Navy defeat Cornell.

Ann Starling and Marion Robertson, both juniors, were the weekend guests of Lois Stine in Cumberland, Maryland. Jean Lucy also spent the week-end in Cumberland as the guest of Helen Smith.

Mary Alice Joyner, Irene Seinaman, Evelyn Chom, Johanne Ogilvie, Lib Martin, Jo Hodgson, Cathy Walter, Frances Connerr, Britte Steele, Harter Place, Gladys Kemp, Gene Altman, Ginie Easton, Doris Sherman, Beverly Lewis, Joyce Cramer, Alvin Carter, Tom Garner, Mary Kaye, Lila Haskin, Horrie Burton, and Jimmy Able were among those attending the society ball.—Harvard home and Homecoming.

The same weekend found Annette Simpson, Kitty Dehart, Teeny Weir, Janey Meas, Betty Burns, Janie Farmer, Peggy Floyd, Dot Lewis, June Hylton, Shirley Jones, Jane Dudley, Bonnie Hugon, Betty Johnson, Louis Ellson, Shirley Devers, Georgia Hoskin, and Betty Lou Everhart at the W & M-C. gams and parties in Lexington.

Carol Norman To Appear at D. C. Capitol Theater

Carol Norman, a former Madison student and recently elected "Radio Queen of America" in appearing at the Capitol Theater in Washington, D. C. for a week. Oct. 25. Studying voice under Mrs. Glen Gilderseon, Carol has rapidly acquired fame. She entered a radio contest at Richmond during the summer. Here she was first honors for the state. Winners from each state auditioned at Miami. Here she won and sang again; won another first. Her first audition was at Harrisonburg, and she acquired the title "Radio Queen of America." Dr. and Mrs. Glen Gilderseon are moving to Washington Sunday to see Carol's appearance. Carol hopes to resume her studies at Madison later this year.
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GREEN FROSH
(Continued from Page 1)

The frosh this time included five campus residents in September 1947 simultaneously with the annual monsoon. "The war was over, and the current tune was "If I Loved You." So much for the back
ground."

History

With firm resolve that we weren't going to let our spirits be dampened, we did our work faithfully and left the mists off our chocolate residents. And they were very, very nice. We got busy and sent these along with our other good intentions to give certain people a welcome.

Guiding around was considerable, that year since there were lots of re-
novations going on and the campus was moving up day. Theoretically, his
schedules in order to avail our-

Kampus Kandid
By Pat Ingram

"No, no, no. I don't want to be interviewed! ... Yes, I think the
Breeze is a swell paper; I just don't want to be in it—"

"You shouldn't waste your time talking to me. I'm much safer you be studying to make good grades.

By the way, where did you say you were from? ... roofing the boys from there that used to go to Madison. Passed through their town in 1947. That's a horrid town—at least no horror food—just spend the night because we had to go through.

Yes, girls (and boys) there's no doubt about it, that familiar figure that has become a part of Madison and her traditions, that friendly, there-

Papashvily grew up a companion to
graduated class. Old and familiar hymns

Elizabeth, Miss Ruby W. Chapel. Old and familiar hymns

PITTSBURGH, PA. — The keynote of the assembly as to
enrollment in the physical science
classes. He is very pleased with the
enrollment in the physical science
class. His first comments when asked for
information of his department were, "I cer-
tainly like the looks of the lab. We have
had our face lifted by a new paint job.
The department has also received an
environmental analysis by the ad-
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immigrant students seem to have awakened to the
importance of physical science in our
everyday lives and to a realization of
what atomic power means to our

Papashvily Couple
Proves Interesting

George and Helen Papashvily are an interesting couple. George was born in Georgia, Russia, and his wife, Miss Helen Papashvily, a senior at California U. when she was
pronounced a citizen of the U.S. by naturalization.
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The photography class has twenty or
more camera fans who will be snapping pic-
tures of the students who are taking
the courses as electives. Dr. Pittman
believes that this is the most ad-

mation of the students chose the physical

Pittman wants us to beware of candid
camera fans who will be snapping pic-
tures of the students who are taking
the courses as electives. Dr. Pittman
believes that this is the most ad-
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Girls Successfully Pass Club Tryouts
*Mickey Purcell, President of the Pi Phi club, announces the following girls who have successfully passed tryout tests into the club:

These girls are: Frances C. Shirley, Shirley Dine, Marjorie Dupont, Lois Early-Misty McCollum, Carol Frances Foster, Matilde Shirley, Shirley Hob- gen, Genevieve Jorgensen, Betty Hedda, Betty Young, Betty Hurdle, Jo- nathan Moore, Dotty Nickols, Lucy Peters- son, Betty Conner, Susan Kayey, Katrina Trawin, Marjorie Wallace, and Hilda Lewis.

Congratulations to the girls who were successful in passing Saturday and Thursday of this week with initiation being held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Browsing Room of the Library and given by old members for all new members, following the initiation.

Browsing Room Features Art
In the Browsing Room of the Libra- ry this week between forty and fifty Pennsylvania artists will display their work. These are prints of designs that the Pennsylvania German peoples have used for the decoration of their homes. The designs themselves are exquisite—rhythmical, balanced, and skillful, and are done in red, blue, yellow, and green. A few of the prints are judged beautiful in color. Also being shown in the same room is a painting of an entirely different nature. It is a water color of a scene in the woods. The original design can be found on such things as blankets, cushions, covers and towels in antique shops and private homes today. The designs themselves are exquisite—rhythmical, balanced, and skillful, and are done in red, blue, yellow, and green. A few of the paintings have been selected by Mr. William, who visited while the show was investigated there during the week.
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